Introduction
Multiple sequence alignments are widely acknowledged to be powerful tools in the analysis of sequence data. Crucial residues for activity and for maintaining protein secondary and tertiary structure are often conserved in sequence alignments. Alignments are also starting points for evolutionary studies (Häger et al., 1995; Bilaud et al., 1996; Kanai et al., 1997; Siezen and Leunissen, 1997) , for defining new motifs and domains (Emery et al., 1996; Alkema et al., 1997; Ponting, 1997; Schultz et al., 1997 Schultz et al., , 1998 , for structure prediction (Matsuo et al., 1996) , for identifying and classifying new sequences (Cosman et al., 1990; Chuang et al., 1997; Henrique et al., 1997; Neuwald et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1997; Wissmann et al., 1997; Dosanjh et al., 1998) , for elucidating structure-function relationships (Douglas et al., 1997; Meinnel et al., 1997) , for homology model building (Adzhubei et al., 1998; Dodge et al., 1998) , for deriving mutation data matrices (Srinivasarao et al., 1990; Jones et al., 1992; Benner et al., 1994) and for site-directed mutagenesis studies (Fiordalisi et al., 1994; Aberle et al., 1996) .
The alignment database (PIR-ALN) was started at the Protein Information Resource in 1991 (Barker et al., 1992) . The PIR-ALN is derived from the PIR protein sequence database and has three types of alignments representing protein families, superfamilies and homology domains. The selection of data and inclusion of alignments into PIR-ALN are closely linked to the classification procedures of the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database (Srinivasarao et al., 1999) .
The concept of 'protein superfamily' was introduced by Margaret Dayhoff in the 1970s and was used to partition the protein sequence database based on evolutionary considerations (Dayhoff et al., 1975; Dayhoff, 1976) . This concept has recently been revised to take into account multidomain proteins (Barker et al., 1996) . The scheme has been used to classify the sequences, based on global similarity, into hierarchical nested sets of superfamilies and families that are closed under transitivity, and to characterize homology domains based on local similarity. All members of a superfamily will have the same domain architecture, except for those in which part of the genetically encoded sequence is missing due to alternative splicing (Barker et al., 1996) . Each superfamily alignment is composed of representative sequences from at least two different families (within the same superfamily).
A protein family is a group of sequences that can be aligned from end to end and are <55% different globally. This has been the threshold below which sequences can be unambiguously aligned by currently available multiple alignment methods (McClure et al., 1994) . Such families are further clustered into superfamilies including more distantly related members.
A homology domain is a subsequence of a protein that is distinguished by a well-defined set of properties or characteristics and also occurs in at least two different superfamilies. Many protein sequences are composed of a number of distinct functional regions (domains) or of multiple copies of the same domain. Domains may be considered basic building blocks for multidomain proteins. Related domains may be shared in various combinations and arrangements among a large number of multidomain proteins (Baron et al., 1991; Bork, 1991; Patthy, 1991; Barker et al., 1995; Doolittle, 1995; Bork et al., 1996) . Selected sequence segments corresponding to the same homology domain in different proteins are extracted and aligned in PIR-ALN. Currently, we have an alignment for every homology domain defined in the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database.
The alignments in PIR-ALN contain a selection of sequences both to keep the alignments at reasonable size and to ensure that there is no bias towards a group that has many sequences. The other sequences that could be included in the alignment are listed in the 'other members' field on the entry. No alignment algorithms that we have found can handle automatic addition of new distantly related members to superfamily and homology domain alignments satisfactorily. However, the automatically generated set of alignments including all members, called PROT-FAM (Mewes et al., 1997) , is available from our collaborators at MIPS and these are cross-referenced in the PIR-ALN entry on the cross-reference record as MIPSALN. These are available for searching on the Web at the URL http://www.mips.biochem.mpg.de.
For some superfamilies and homology domains with a large number of sequences that are highly divergent, several alignments containing representative sequences have been constructed. Some examples are immunoglobulin homology, SH3 homology, leucine-rich alpha-2-glycoprotein repeat homology, homeobox homology, and kinase-related transforming protein superfamily.
Components of an entry
Each entry in the database has several fields. A sample entry as displayed by the ATLAS retrieval program is shown in Figure 1 . The header indicates the beginning of a new entry and contains the unique alignment identifier. Each entry in the database can be cross-referenced by this unique identifier. The superfamily, family and homology domain alignments can be distinguished by >SA, >FA and >DA in the unique identifier, followed by a four-digit number. The title line identifies the superfamily, family, or homology domain, which is usually the superfamily name followed by the placement number. The alternate names line lists possible alternate names for the proteins or the homology domains. The date line shows the entry creation date, sequence revision date and text revision date, indicating when the entry was created and updated. The members line contains the identification codes of the sequences on the alignment, followed by member titles as they appear in the PIR protein sequence database. The cross-references line at this level has links to external databases like PDB and PROCLASS.
The classification section includes information on the superfamily name, followed by the placement number.
(Placement numbers serve to order the superfamilies and sequences in the sequence database; they are adjusted with each quarterly release.) The other members line lists the PIR identification codes of sequences that are classified in the same group, but not included on the alignment. The crossreferences line is used to link the alignment to other related alignments in PIR-ALN and MIPS-ALN databases. The homology domain alignment shown in Figure 1 is linked to several superfamily alignments. The comment line reports the numbers of superfamilies or families and their members. The conserved regions are computed from the alignment and regular expressions are derived. Keywords that are common to all members of the group are included in the keywords line. Other keywords found are included in the other keywords line. The number of sequences and number of positions on the alignment are also listed on the comment lines.
The alignment section contains the alignment of sequences in interleaved format. The alignment positions are marked on top of the alignment block. Completely conserved residues are indicated by an asterisk, partially conserved residues up to 51% by a period and those up to 82% by a colon at the bottom of the alignment block.
The matrix of differences provides measures of the interrelationships among the sequences. The upper right portion of the matrix gives the number of differences between the sequences. The lower left portion represents the percent differences between sequences. For the homology domain alignments, the region of the sequence used in the alignment is shown under the sequence code. The matrix can be used to select one sequence from each family in a superfamily alignment for building profiles or for developing weighting schemes so that there is no bias towards any one family.
Alignment methods
CLUSTAL V and W (Higgins et al., 1992; Thompson et al., 1994) , are easy-to-use multiple sequence alignment programs developed by Des Higgins. Multiple alignment programs perform well when sequences are <50% different (Yeh et al., 1993a,b; McClure et al., 1994) and provide good starting points for alignments of more distantly related sequences.
All superfamily and homology domain alignments require editing to arrive at biologically realistic alignments. The following general criteria are used: (i) Within each sequence, gaps are minimally dispersed, especially at the ends. (ii) Among sequences, gaps are aligned whenever possible. (iii) The alignment should reflect conserved biological features such as active sites. In cases where the crystal structure is determined, the sequence from NRL_3D is used to help align the sequences based on structural features.
Although several alignment editors are available currently (Schuler et al., 1991; Clark, 1992; Depiereux and Feytmans, 1992; Smith et al., 1994; Attwood et al., 1997; Thompson et al., 1997) , we have been developing our own editor that includes customized features for interacting with the PIR sequence databases. ALNED program in edit mode is used as an alignment editor to view, check, and correct alignments, and in update mode is used to create the distribution version of the PIR-ALN database, and to check for concurrency between PIR and PIR-ALN databases.
The ALNED Graphical User Interface is an interactive, menu-driven alignment editor written in FORTRAN for the VAX/VMS systems (Hunt, 1987) . The editor can handle up to 200 sequences and sequence length of 15 000. The program reads in a file with pointers to the sequences in the protein sequence database and the corresponding gap specifications. An alignment can also be generated interactively. New complete sequences or segments either from any database available at PIR (e.g. NRL-3D), or from an external user-defined file, can be added to the alignment using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. All sequences in the other members line can be added automatically to the alignment.
Sequences can be grouped so that edits performed on one sequence, such as adding or deleting gaps, are propagated to all the members of the group simultaneously. This is helpful in working with superfamily alignments that have representatives from different families. One can also trim or extend the ends of the alignment, which is useful in deciding domain boundaries. One can lock the alignment vertically so regions that have already been aligned will not be affected by further editing. The program can search for sequence motifs, which can be very helpful when working with sequences that contain repeats or large unalignable regions in the middle. The program calculates the matrix of percent difference among the members and can rearrange the sequences according to the matrix.
The program also displays annotation information such as titles, classification, keywords, and features on the individual members of the alignment. This will guide the annotator in deciding which residues are crucial and what features can be standardized among the entries. The classification information and the matrix of percent difference will aid the annotators in checking the current classification and also in classifying new sequences.
Database updates
The primary challenge in keeping up the PIR-ALN database is to ensure concurrency of both the sequence and annotation information in both the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database and the PIR-ALN databases with every weekly update. Unlike some databases (such as Blocks) that can be generated with every update of the primary sequence database, PIR-ALN needs options for adding, deleting and modifying alignment entries. These database operations are handled by the ALNED program in update mode.
Each alignment entry is maintained as a file that has pointers to the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database along with the gap specifications and checksums for each sequence. The PIR-ALN alignment entry itself is generated with every update taking titles, species, alternate names, superfamily names, keywords and placement information from the member entries as well as the sequences from the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database. The species, superfamily names and keyword fields have controlled vocabularies (Barker, 1993 ) that can be browsed and used for searching the database from our Web site (pir.georgetown. edu/pirwww/search/lists.html).
In update mode, ALNED also checks the annotation of member entries for any reference to PDB and adds it to the cross-reference record of a PIR-ALN entry. The self crossreferences to other PIR-ALN entries are determined using the member index and added while updating the database. ALNED also has built-in checking procedures that notify the user of logical inconsistencies, sequence revisions as well as changes in classification of the members. Checksums between PIR-International Protein Sequence Database and PIR-ALN are compared to determine sequence revisions. The error log will alert the annotator which alignments need to be modified. These checks are very important in cases when there is a sequence revision or if there are changes in the homology domain boundaries or when a member no longer belongs to the same family or superfamily. The ALNED program in update mode generates the distribution version of the PIR-ALN database.
Database access and distribution
ATLAS, a multidatabase retrieval program developed at PIR, can be used to query and retrieve alignments from the alignment database (Barker et al., 1993) . From the distribution versions of PIR-International Protein Sequence Database and PIR-ALN databases, a single multidatabase, multifield index is created. The ATLAS program uses this index to access several databases, including the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database and PIR-ALN simultaneously. Retrieval operations generate a current list (active subset of database entries) that may be modified by Boolean combinations of successive commands. The fields such as titles, members, superfamily names, species and keywords are indexed for quick and easy access to the data. The commands by which the PIR-ALN database can be accessed are given in Table 1 . ATLAS is written in ANSI standard C and runs on several platforms. The various commands and capabilities of the ATLAS program are documented in http://pir.georgetown.edu/pirwww/product/atlascd.html. Displays all the information contained in the entry specified by the user-specified unique alignment identifier.
Find: Searches the title index and retrieves all alignments that include the user-specified terms in the title or the alternate names field.
Member: Retrieves all the alignments in which a specified sequence (by sequence identifier code) has been used. Different segments of the same sequence can appear in different alignments (e.g., domains of a multidomain protein).
Keyword: Searches the keyword index for all occurrences of a user-specified keyword or partial keyword.
Superfamily: Searches the superfamily index for all occurrences of a user-specified superfamily name.
Copy:
Copies an alignment entry into an output file for display or printing. (Additional modifiers will be added to this command so that the user can retrieve the alignments in formats compatible with different alignment editors for further modification.)
Get/member: Retrieves all members of the alignment from the PIR sequence database to a current list.
Species:
Retrieves all alignments that contain a sequence from user-specified species.
The PIR-ALN database can be accessed on the PIR Web site in two ways. From the PIR request page (http://pir.georgetown.edu/pirwww/search/searchdb.html), the PIR sequence entry will cross-reference the PIR-ALN entry if the sequence is a member of any alignment. Alternately, you can access the PIR-ALN from the alignment search page (http://pir.georgetown.edu/pirwww/search/ textpiraln.html). The members and classification fields are hypertext linked to the PIR protein sequence database, so the user can move between the two databases.
Discussion
There are several second-generation databases derived from primary sequence databases that have recently been compared for their usability (Brown, 1998; Hofmann, 1998) . PIR-ALN is derived from the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database and contains curated, gapped multiple sequence alignments representing a wide variety of proteins. The alignments in PIR-ALN contain all the information necessary to derive regular expressions (Bairoch, 1993) , fingerprints (Attwood et al., 1998) , weighted ungapped segments , HMMs (Sonnhammer et al., 1998) , motifs (Bachinsky et al., 1997; Nevill-Manning et al., 1998) , neural networks and profiles (Gribskov and Veretnik, 1996) . These can be used as diagnostic tools for searching the primary sequence databases for classification purposes and also to look for patterns in a userdefined sequence. Analyzing data from the ProClass database , we found that there are 529 unique alignments in PIR-ALN which can be used to develop patterns that are not represented in Blocks, PROSITE, Pfam and PRINTS databases. The alignments in PIR-ALN are linked to several of the above datasets via cross-references to ProClass database.
PIR-ALN is used internally by the PIR staff to define new domains and to check and refine domain boundaries. When working with highly divergent superfamilies, it is necessary to examine alignments to validate inclusion of sequences into the superfamily. In merging reports of the same sequence by different groups, alignments are very useful in identifying frameshift errors and in deciding which report is more reliable by comparing sequences from different species. PIR-ALN is also used as a tool for standardizing annotation information such as titles, features, classification and keywords across members of the alignment.
Plans for future enhancements include adding features, profiles and citations to the alignments, as well as providing the alignments in different formats compatible with other alignment editors and other bioinformatics tools. The feature information will be taken from annotations in the PIR-International Protein Sequence Database, which will be reexamined for consistency with the alignment. This will facilitate the development of an objective, self-consistent system for the assignment and verification of protein sequence features by homology as depicted by multiple sequence alignments.
PIR-ALN, a carefully reviewed, well-maintained alignment database with effective retrieval software, will serve as a useful resource for researchers in the biological, medical, and biotechnological sciences. It will also be useful for describing more precisely the evolutionary relationships of multidomain proteins and in comparative studies of whole genomes.
